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SPACES AND BOUNDARIES IN THE WORK OF ANDERS WALLIN
By John Austin

Fired by an elemental understanding of the flow of the unconscious, Anders Wallin’s polyphonic paintings have
a thoroughgoing sense of elegance and grace. Paint, spilling, splashing, flowing from the tip of his brushes
coalesces to form remarkably synthetic, yet ambiguously sinuous patterns. Once applied in what appears to
be a mental state of nuanced control the artist’s colors and febrile contours take shape within Wallin’s worlds in
which horizons, edges and the unseen world in general is manipulated in order to get our imaginations moving.
The result is electrifying.
Art, like life, rests within its details and Wallin has a strong grasp of the importance of applying colors and contrasts in his work in order to jump-start the imagination of the beholder. The artist has overlaid this reading of his
work with more subtle nuances. The renderings of shapes and outlines which might generally be related to the
retinal recognition might be seen as equivalent to Sartre’s imaginative consciousness. As he states in his The
Psychology of the Imagination, “it presents itself as a spontaneity which produces and holds on to the object.”
By contrast, Wallin lightens background on which rests his abstract patterns with what may be seen as equivalent with Sartre’s “perceptual consciousness.” The interplay between forms produces glowing energetic fields.
While many of the artist’s process-oriented work has a constructed look, it is a construction that seems tentative, filled with contingency. This process gracefully brings home the point that the universe, while seemingly
stilled is yet unpredictable at its core, ready to change and alter its state of being from one moment to the next.
In effect, the artist is deeply immersed in delineating for us, the viewers, what he perceives as an elemental
condition of life, which finds its equilibrium through an interior force of counter-harmonies.
Unlike the academicism of what might be considered “traditional” post-modernism, which continually attempts
to shock and re-shock anew its audiences, Wallin is guided by a sensibility, which eschews de-stabilization,
substituting in its stead an urge toward integration and assimilation. He is guided by the act of acknowledging
and incorporating qualities that are derived from non-aesthetic and non-formal sources. Similarly his sensibilities are multi-layered as they are at once highly disciplined, intuitive and self-conscious as the artist applies his
efforts to reject the premise of a supposed rupture with the past and an inevitable apocalyptic denouement to
the post-modern condition.
Wallin’s paintings are polyphonic because, a word suggests, there is a musicality in the way he conflates different readings of an intersubjective apprehension of imaginary, real and symbolic levels in his works. The abandonment of the artist to the exigencies of art making at its highest levels is also evident in his paintings. How
otherwise could an artist persuade us so effectively through her visual efforts of Nietzsche’s brave contention: “
I do not posit “appearance” in opposition to “reality, but, on the contrary, take appearance as that reality which
resists transformation into an imaginative “world of truth.”

John Austin is a Manhattan-based writer and art historian.

Fairway, 2014, acrylic on canvas, 39” x 39”
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Plan, 2014, acrylic on canvas, 39” x 39”
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Spring, 2014, acrylic on canvas, 39” x 47”
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Sloap, 2014, acrylic on canvas, 47” x 39”
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Splice, 2014, acrylic on canvas, 39” x 47”
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Zone , 2014, acrylic on canvas, 39” x 47”
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Anders Wallin is not shying the unpredicted games of coincidences when creating. Not that he is running adrift
without a rudder, but as the driven watercolor painter he is, the affirmation of, and the attempts to master, the paint
pigments’ both predictable and unpredictable dance with the water becomes an inevitable part of the creative process. It gets even more difficult, or should we say even more fun, when you add stuff that do not socialize just as
amicably as paint pigments and water (which may even be hostile to each other) and further more increase format
and process the surfaces afterwards with an uncertain output. Or, as Anders Wallin has also done, let paintings
lie outside for a longer or shorter time to be affected by the weather. Yes, it is about processes. Inner and outer,
slow and fast, fierce and cautious. The artist’s role here is to both give in to a flow, go with the flow, and to control
it. Both to let go of it and try to keep control. The ease of Anders Wallin’s commuting between conscious and unconscious, in both a literal and figurative sense, is matched by an equally natural interaction between abstraction
and configuration. He started out with landscape, became more abstract, then landing in a visual world where the
abstract organically slides over towards the figurative. And vice versa, of course. In the new pictures he is showing
in this catalog one can sense a shift towards the figurative. The island landscape, which has always been more or
less present, has taken up more space here. One can find horizontal lines and some surfaces may, if you wish, be
perceived as interpretations of rock outcrops. Sometimes it’s like he nods at, and maybe lightens up, Strindberg’s
dystopian archipelago paintings. Coloration is faded, even though given a red smash, and with a remarkable
number of white shades. Where he had previously founded an almost cosmic perspective, with free-floating forms
that could be perceived as both nebulae and dissolved jellyfish, the surfaces have more of a flat and dry character
now. As if the layers he always works with have come closer together. Certainly, also in these pictures color is
flowing, cracking and behaving generally unruly but to a strikingly large extent there are also signs of deliberate
brushstrokes. Amidst the somewhat chaotic flow it seems as if Anders Wallin reconnects to a stricter abstraction
with roots in the 1950s. As if he had brought with him the abstract expressionism out into the Swedish archipelago.

Gorge, 2014, acrylic on canvas, 23” x 32”
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ANDERS WALLIN
Born in Gävle, Sweden in 1953. Living in Gustavsberg, outside Stockholm.

Education
1972-73 Grundskolan för konstnärlig utbildning
(Contemporary school for basic artistic education)
1973-74 ABF:s Konstskola (ABF Artschool)
1974-79 Konstfack

Collections
The National Swedish Artmuseums, The National Public Art Council, The Swedish Parliament, The Swedish Confederation of
Trade Unions, The Bank of Sweden, Oslo county council, Stockholm county council, The Swedish Art Society, The Museum of
Norrköping, Stedelijk museum Amsterdam etc.

Group Exhibitions
The National Museum of Fine Arts ”Stadsbarn” (Citychildren) 1979
Liljevalchs Art Fair			
1986, -88, -89, -90
Nacka Art Hall				1990,1999

Selected Solo Exhibitions
Stockholm Art Fair			
1997
KunstRai, Amsterdam			1997
Galerie Artline Amserdam 			
1997
Galleri Sjöhästen Nyköping		
1997
Galleri Jan Wallmark			
1998
Konstförmedlarna Stockholm		
1998
Stockholm Art Fair			
1999		
Galleri Viktoria Halmstad			
1999
Stockholm Art Fair			
2000
Galleri Ronnquist och R. Malmo 		
2001
Täby Konsthall				2002
Sthlm Art Fair				2002
Galleri Kim Anstensen Göteborg 		
2003
Sthlm Art Fair				2003
Galleri Tom Tarquinia Italien		
2003
Konstfrämjandet Uddevalla 		
2003
Kostfrämjandet Örebro 			
2003
Konstfrämjandet Uddevalla 		
2003
Konstfrämjandet Uppsala
2003
Sthlm Art Fair		
2004
Nacka konsthall Dieselverkstan
		
2004
Konstfrämjandet Halmstad			2004
Galleri Eklund-Wallmark, Stockholm
2004
Lydmar hotell, Stockholm 			
2004
Konstfrämjandet, Umeå 			
2005
Galleri Sander, Norrköping 		
2005
Galleri Alexander, Åland 			
2005
Galleri Sander, Linköping 			
2006
Galleri Liro, Karlskrona 			
2006
Galleri Sander, Sandefjord, Norge 		
2006
Galleri Royal Blue, Hägernäs 		
2006
Galleri Eklund Wallmark, Stockholm
2007
Galleri Royal Blue, Hägernäs 		
2008
Edsviks konsthall, Sollentuna, 		
2009
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Galleri Sjöhästen, Nyköping 		
2009
Galleri Liro, Karlskrona 				
2009
Galleri Rita, Göteborg 				
2009
Galleri Miva, Malmö 				
2010
Bodens konstgille 				2010
Lilla Galleriet, Umeå 				
2010
Galleri Jan Wallmark, Stockholm
2011

						

Public Projects

Svenska Bostäder (Swedish Residences), Skärholmen; The Sågtorpschool library, Nacka; HSB (residential company),
Farsta Strand; Stockholm Underground (SL) project: ”Signal”
Winn hotell, Solna Stockholm, Karolinska hospital, Internationell college Stockholm.

Media

TV-programme, Swedish Broadcasting Corp., Channel 1, 1994 ”Visions on the water –
a water colourist in the 20th century” a programme about Anders Wallin and his work.

Books

Avbrutna processer 2000
Watercoulor – history and techniq 2002

Press

”Britt-Marie Engdahl, Folkbladet, 1990
Margareta Karlsson Ring, Norrköpings tidningar, 1990
Stefan Nilsson, Nerikes Allehanda, 1992
Kristina Mezei, Vestmanlands läns tidning, 1993
Olle Bergkvist, Södermanlands Nyheter, 1994
Leenah Malmi, Västerbottens kuriren, 1995
Leenah Malmi, Västerbottens kuriren, 1995
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This catalog has been published in conjunction with the exhibition of work by Anders Wallin.
All rights reserved. No part of this catalog may be reproduced in any form or by any electronic and
mechanical means, including information storage or retrieval systems, in part or in whole, without
permission in
writing from the publisher, except by a reviewer who may quote passages in a review.
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